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#1 - SA F E T Y 
Precautions when handling and caring for horses

While horses are large animals, some can be easily frightened. Because of their 
large size, a frightened horse can have a reaction that is also large, and people 
can be hurt if they are not careful to respect this beautiful animal. In this lesson 
students will learn some basic horse behavior and safety rules for working 
around horses.

SOFTLY
Is it nicer to be around a person who talks quietly to you, or is it nicer to be 
around someone who yells at you? All horses like someone who has a nice, quiet 
voice. It keeps them from becoming scared of you and helps them to like you.

SLOWLY
Horses do not see the same way that we do this is why we always work slowly. 
If you jump around, run around or wave your arms around, the horse will be 
frightened of you and it will take much longer for you to be friends.

KINDLY
Do you like mean people or kind, nice people? Do dogs like mean people or 
nice, kind people? All animals and people like kindness. Being nice and gentle 
to the horse helps him to be your friend. They want to be your friend and will be 
your friend if you are kind to them

W h e n  A r o u n d  H o r s e s  yo u  s h o u l d 

S P E A K  S O F T L Y ,  
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GROOMING

A horse should be groomed before and after he is ridden. The first requirement 

is to use the hoof pick to remove stones or other small objects and dirt that may 

have been embedded in the feet. Following that, the body of the horse should 

be groomed, first with a curry comb — except for bony areas such as the knees 

or hocks — and then with a stiff-bristled brush. Then, the mane and tail should 

be combed thoroughly. Tangles should be combed from the ends first, and the 

comb should be worked gradually to the roots of the hair. The dandy brush and 

grooming cloth are used to put a finishing touch on the haircoat of the horse. 

The sweat scraper need only be used if the horse has been run hard and is fairly 

sweaty or lathered.



PARTS OF THE HORSE





HORSE COLORS & MARKINGS



HORSE BREEDS

See how many  
you can find!



COLIC
What is Colic?

Colic is what we call a stomach ache in horses. There are over 70 different types 
of Gastrointestinal (GI) “Stomach” problems, making colic one of the most 
common ailments in horses. 

Major Causes
• Changes in feed, environment or routine
• stress from unusual hard exercise or travel

Waiting for a Vet
• Hand walk for 15-20 minutes
• Offer water
• Have travel plans ready in case you need to go to the vet hospital







TACK AND EQUIPMENT





LEADING A HORSE



MOUNTING & DISMOUNTING






